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Abstract

Empirical bio-optical algorithms developed for GLI are described. These algorithms can be used to retrieve in-water properties from GLI normalized water leaving radiances in temperate Case waters. The OC4 Chl-a algorithm uses the maximum band ratio switching procedure for bands that do not saturate over the ocean. GLI is the only ocean color sensor that has ultra-violet (UV) bands and we developed an experimental red tide UV index for the early detection of dinoflagellate blooms. The red tide index uses the increased absorption of UV light by mycosporine-like amino-acids (MAAs). A special version of the Chl-a algorithm was developed for the Southern Ocean Case waters. The standard algorithms cannot be applied to turbid near-shore waters, e.g. off Korea and Hong Kong where bio-optical characteristics deviate drastically from Case 1 characteristics. Developing new and improved algorithms for Case 2 waters is a major challenge in bio-optical oceanography.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this paper is to describe the bio-optical in-water algorithms of the GLI (Global Imager) aboard the Advanced Earth Observing Satellite-II (ADEOS-II). Validation of the algorithms using in situ data was presented in Murakami et al.1. We developed the algorithms using our large, global bio-optical database that includes data from various regions, such as the California Current, Indian Ocean, sub-tropical Atlantic Ocean, Eastern and Western Pacific, the Sea of Japan, East China Sea, the Southern Ocean. Our bio-optical data set includes spectral reflectance (various channels depending on the instrument), chlorophyll-a concentration (Chl-a, using both fluorometric and HPLC methods) and absorption coefficients for particulate and dissolved material. More than 540 sets of reflectance and Chl-a in non-polar areas and nearly 100 sets from the Southern Ocean were used.

The algorithms described here apply to Case 1 waters2, i.e. waters whose inherent optical properties can be adequately described by phytoplankton and substances covarying with it. As discussed elsewhere3–5, simple empirical algorithms perform well in Case 1 waters for deriving standard products of Chl-a and K490 but introduce large errors when applied to Case 2 waters. Through our collaboration with the National Fisheries Research Development Institute (NFRDI) in Busan, Korea and the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) we have obtained and processed reflectance, absorption and pigment data from turbid Case 2 waters and we demonstrate the errors resulting from their different bio-optical characteristics. While semianalytic algorithms6–8 are capable of deriving more products, they are also more sensitive to errors in calibration and atmospheric correction procedures, especially at short wavelengths.

2. Bio-Optical Algorithms

2.1 Chlorophyll-a concentration (Chl-a)

Due to the possible saturation of some of the GLI bands we had to select bands of normalized water leaving radiance (Lwn) with no expected saturation problem and avoid the bands of first choice, Lwn490 and Lwn565. Our analysis showed that normalizing to Lwn545 may actually improve Chl-a retrieval compared to normalizing to Lwn565. Based on in situ data we found that when using a single band ratio with Lwn545 the sequence of preference of individual bands was as follows: Lwn490, Lwn460, Lwn443, Lwn520. Due to the saturation we could not use the best performing band ratio Lwn490/Lwn545. Our final selection uses the maximum band ratio (MBR) algorithm that switches between the maximum of Lwn443, Lwn460 and Lwn520 to create a ratio with Lwn545 (Table 1, Fig. 1A). This MBR algorithm is slightly superior to other band ratio algorithms not using Lwn490. Using satellite-derived Lwn data the use of MBR has additional advantages. Due to problems in removing the effects of absorbing aerosols ocean color sensors often erroneously underestimate Lwn at shorter wavelengths. The underestimation can be severe at 412 nm and shorter bands but is common.
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even at 443 nm\textsuperscript{3}. As the MBR algorithm picks the maximum ratio, it will reduce the effects of biased L\textsubscript{wn} by switching to longer wavelengths in such cases. The MBR concept was introduced by O’Reilly et al.\textsuperscript{4} and applies a single set of coefficients to a band ratio selected as maximum among a set of band ratios. The band actually used in the numerator changes from shorter wavelengths to longer wavelengths with increase in Chl-a. The shortest wavelength band (L\textsubscript{wn}443) is typically used at low Chl-a while L\textsubscript{wn}460 is used at mid-range and L\textsubscript{wn}520 at high Chl-a (Fig. 1B). We modified the MBR scheme by selecting the maximum among the L\textsubscript{wn} ratios and not among the remote sensing reflectance (R\textsuperscript{rs}) ratios. This caused a slight improvement in Chl-a retrieval by a shift towards longer wavelengths.

### 2.2 Diffuse attenuation at 490 nm (K490)

Due to possible saturation of the GLI 490 nm and 565 nm bands the GLI-K490 algorithm uses is a cubic function of L\textsubscript{wn}460/L\textsubscript{wn}545 in the log-log space (Table 1, Fig. 1C). In very clear waters the in situ estimate of K490 is close to that of pure seawater. Some of the measured K490 data points in very clear waters were slightly below the pure water value and were excluded when fitting the model equations.

### 2.3 Colored Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM)

For the CDOM product all combinations of GLI band ratios were tested versus in situ measurements of absorption coefficient of dissolved material at 300 nm, a\textsubscript{g}(300). Several band ratios provided similar values of r\textsuperscript{2} and RMS error. The best band ratio with the highest r\textsuperscript{2} and lowest RMSE appeared to be L\textsubscript{wn}380/L\textsubscript{wn}545 (r\textsuperscript{2}=0.802, RMSE=0.059). Band
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**Fig. 1**  
A, GLI Chl-a algorithm (OC4-GLI) using the maximum band ratio of L\textsubscript{wn}443, L\textsubscript{wn}460, L\textsubscript{wn}520 to L\textsubscript{wn}545. Altogether 546 stations with Chl-a and spectral reflectance were used from the following projects: CalCOFI (California Current), ACE-Asia (Central and Western Pacific), AI (Aero-Indo, Atlantic and Indian Oceans), JES (Sea of Japan), REDTIDE (California Current). Only non-polar data were used in developing the algorithm.  
B, The selection of the band used in the OC4-GLI maximum band ratio as a function of Chl-a : L\textsubscript{wn}443 (14.7%, low Chl-a, left shaded area), L\textsubscript{wn}460 (78.7%, middle Chl-a region), L\textsubscript{wn}520 (6.6%, high Chl-a, right shaded area). The histograms have been normalized to their maximum value.  
C, The GLI K490 algorithm using band ratio of L\textsubscript{wn}460 to L\textsubscript{wn}545. The pure water value is shown with a horizontal dashed line, the estimated pure water K490 versus L\textsubscript{wn}460/L\textsubscript{wn}545 is shown as the open diamond.  
D, The GLI CDOM algorithm : absorption coefficient at 300 nm as a function of L\textsubscript{wn}443/L\textsubscript{wn}520.
Table 1  Formulations of the GLI empirical algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Algorithm name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Equation, Coefficients (a), Band Ratio R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHLA</td>
<td>OC4-GLIv3</td>
<td>Maximum Band Ratio for global Case 1</td>
<td>CHLA = 10^(\gamma)(a_0 + a_1 \times R + a_2 \times R^2 + a_3 \times R^3) + a_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>waters</td>
<td>a_0 = [0.531, -3.559, 4.488, -2.169, -0.230]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R = \log_{10}(Lwn443 &gt; Lwn460 &gt; Lwn520) / Lwn545)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHLA</td>
<td>SPGAN-GLIv3</td>
<td>Maximum Band Ratio for the Southern</td>
<td>Chl-a = 10^(\gamma)(a_0 + a_1 \times R + a_2 \times R^2 + a_3 \times R^3) + a_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>a_0 = [0.573, -2.259, 0.203, -1.300, 0.386]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R = \log_{10}(Lwn443 &gt; Lwn460 &gt; Lwn520) / Lwn545)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K490</td>
<td>GLI-K490</td>
<td>Cubic polynomial in log-log</td>
<td>K490 = 10^(\gamma)(a_0 + a_1 \times R + a_2 \times R^2 + a_3 \times R^3) + a_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a_{0-3} = [-0.825, -1.362, 1.094, -0.777]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R = \log_{10}(Lwn460/Lwn545)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDOM</td>
<td>Kahru and</td>
<td>Linear band ratio in log-log</td>
<td>CDOM300 = 10^(\gamma)(a_0 + a_1 \times R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mitchell, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>a_{0-1} = [-0.410, -0.703]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R = \log_{10}(Lwn443/Lwn520)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CDOM440 = 10^(\gamma)(a_0 + a_1 \times R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a_{0-1} = [-1.493, -1.618]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red tide UV index</td>
<td>Kahru and</td>
<td>Threshold of band ratio</td>
<td>REDTIDE index &gt; 0, if R &lt; 0.8 and Chl-a &gt; 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mitchell, 1998</td>
<td></td>
<td>R = Lwn380/Lwn412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ratios Lwn412/Lwn520, Lwn412/Lwn545 and Lwn443/Lwn520 were slightly but not significantly inferior. A large proportion of the scatter is actually due to measurement errors and not due to algorithm errors. Atmospheric correction at short wavelengths in the coastal zone is often problematic and may have significant errors. This typically produces under-estimation of the real Lwn^\(\gamma\). We therefore did not select band ratios including short wavelength bands (380, 412 nm) for the CDOM algorithm. The selected ratio Lwn443/Lwn520 (Table 1, Fig. 1D) appears to be correlated with CDOM absorption due to the fact that a significant part of phytoplankton influence on this ratio tends to cancel out. Additional advantage of this band ratio (compared to band ratios using bands 380 and 400 nm) is that 443 and 520 nm bands are common on other sensors and the same algorithm can therefore be used on these sensors. The operational CDOM definition is the amount of absorption by the dissolved organic component at a certain wavelength, e.g. 300 nm. The CDOM algorithm was developed for \(a_3(300)\) but to be compatible with other algorithms we made a version of it for \(a_4(440)\). However, as the CDOM signal is much stronger at 300 nm compared to 440 nm, the error of estimating \(a_4(440)\) is significantly larger than the error of estimating \(a_3(300)\). We therefore recommend using the \(a_3(300)\) algorithm.

2.4 Red tide UV index

A novel algorithm for the detection of dinoflagellate blooms (red tides) has been developed using the unique 380 nm spectral band available on GLI that is not available on other past or present ocean color satellites. The algorithm is based on the approach described earlier^9 and should allow the detection of dinoflagellate blooms at relatively low concentrations. Dinoflagellate blooms often grow into red tides. The high absorption in the UV is due to the high intracellular concentrations of mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs). During and preceding a dinoflagellate red tide the ratio Lwn 380/Lwn412 diverged significantly from the ratio at comparable Chl-a concentrations observed for other periods. The availability of the 380 nm band on GLI allows the potential for red tide detection while concentrations are still moderate. It is critical for this algorithm that the Lwn380 and Lwn412 are accurately derived. This is complicated due to interference by absorbing aerosols and CDOM.

3. Known Problems

3.1 The Southern Ocean Chl-a algorithm

As previously reported^10,11, the Southern Ocean has significantly different bio-optical relationships compared to lower
latitudes. Figure 2 shows our Southern Ocean Chl-a algorithm (GLI-ANT), also using the maximum band ratio idea, fitted to our Southern Ocean data sets. Compared to the standard OC4-GLI algorithm GLI-ANT produces significantly higher Chl-a at midrange of Chl-a. Similar discrepancy is observed when using the standard NASA OC4v with SeaWiFS wavelengths. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the error of applying the standard algorithm to Southern Ocean data as a function of Chl-a. In the range of 0.2–2.0 mg m\(^{-3}\), the standard algorithms underestimate Chl-a in the Southern Ocean by about 2 times. This is the typical Chl-a range in moderate phytoplankton blooms in the Southern Ocean and therefore important for the accurate detection of primary production and export fluxes in these regions. As confirmed by in situ match-ups in the Southern Ocean\(^{12}\), standard Chl-a algorithms under-estimate Chl-a in the Chl-a mid-range by 2–3 times. At very high bloom concentrations the relationship is dependent on the phytoplankton type and bio-optical characteristics.

3.2 Problems with Case 2 waters

Creating bio-optical algorithms for turbid waters of East-Asian marginal seas is most challenging. Current bio-optical algorithms and atmospheric correction schemes often produce erroneous results in coastal Case 2 waters. We have assembled a representative bio-optical data set of East-Asian Case 2 waters using data collected by the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (cruises HK—0007, HK—0102, HK 0103, HK—010426, HK010510) and the Korean National Fisheries Development Institute (cruises NFR0002, NFR 0005, NFR0105, NFR0108). These data sets have been collected by our colleagues using very similar instruments and methods that are identical to ours.

Typical relationships between Chl-a and particulate absorption do not hold in these Case 2 waters (Fig. 3). In Case 1 waters there is a strong relationship between Chl-a and particulate absorption, especially at chlorophyll-a absorption peaks. In the Hong-Kong dataset some data points seem to follow the Case 1 relationship but most do not seem to be correlated with Chl-a at all.

The relationships between Chl-a and CDOM are also quite different: the CDOM concentration in Hong Kong waters is 2–8 times higher than in the California Current at comparable Chl-a concentration (Fig. 4A). However, while the magni-
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The open circles are surface data from the Hong Kong National Fisheries Research Development Institute (NFRDI), atitude of CDOM absorption is much higher, the spectral slope of CDOM absorption is not significantly different from our CalCOFI dataset (Fig. 4B). This seems to indicate that while CDOM concentration is higher, the absorption characteristics are similar to the CDOM in the California Current waters.

Due to the drastically increased absorption by particulate and dissolved matter that is weakly or not correlated with Chl-a, it is therefore not surprising that the standard GLI Chl-a algorithm (and other global band-ratio algorithms) cannot retrieve accurate values for Chl-a in turbid Case 2 waters. In most cases the estimated Chl-a values are over-estimated by up to an order of magnitude. It is therefore essential that new approaches are used to develop alternative algorithms for these complex Case-2 waters.

4. Conclusions

Empirical bio-optical algorithm using the maximum band ratio principle developed for GLI retrieves chlorophyll-a concentration for non-polar, Case 1 waters with acceptable accuracy but a modification is needed for the Southern Ocean waters. This algorithm is not acceptable for turbid coastal waters. The empirical algorithms for CDOM and the newly developed red tide UV index for the early detection of dinoflagellate blooms need further validation. Developing new and improved algorithms for Case 2 waters remains a major challenge in bio-optical oceanography.
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